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Background: Reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA) is a procedure growing in prevalence among
younger populations. Consequently, its use in revision arthroplasty is growing in this demographic.
However, studies examining the functional outcomes of revision RTSA in younger populations compared
with older populations are lacking. The primary purpose of this study is to evaluate the functional
outcomes of revision RTSA in patients 65 years old and younger compared with older patients who
underwent revision RTSA. We hypothesized that younger patients would have similar outcomes to older
patients and both groups would demonstrate improvement in outcomes.
Methods: A retrospective review was conducted on a prospectively collected research database at a
single tertiary referral center of all patients who underwent RTSA between 2007 and 2018. Patients 65
years old or younger who underwent a revision RTSA and had minimum 2-year follow-up were eval-
uated. A control group of patients �70 years old who underwent revision RTSA were also evaluated.
Demographics, surgical factors, active range of motion (ROM), and patient-reported outcomes (PROMs)
were compared. The ROM parameters measured were forward elevation, abduction, external rotation,
and level of internal rotation. The PROMs collected included American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons
score, Simple Shoulder Test score, University of CaliforniaeLos Angeles score, Constant score, normalized
Constant, and Shoulder Pain and Disability Index 130. The differences in outcomes were compared
against the minimal clinically important difference and substantial clinical benefit reported for primary
reverse shoulder arthroplasty.
Results: A total of 81 patients undergoing revision RTSAwere evaluated at a mean follow-up of 4.5 years
with 42 patients in the study group and 39 patients in the control group. Both groups demonstrated
similar demographics and rates of prior surgeries. Preoperative outcome scores were lower in the study
group (�65 years old) than those in the older control group with American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons
score, Simple Shoulder Test score, and Shoulder Pain and Disability Index 130 remaining worse post-
operatively. Both groups experienced statistically significant improvements in ROM from before opera-
tion to after operation, with slightly higher improvements in overhead motion in the younger cohort.
Both the study group and the control group demonstrated statistically significant improvements in all
PROMs with improvement above the substantial clinical benefit for the Constant and Simple Shoulder
Test scores. Despite lower functional outcomes reported in the study group postoperatively, the
improvement from before operation to after operation in all PROMs was similar between groups.
Conclusion: Revision RTSA is a viable option for patients �65 years old with a poorly functioning
shoulder arthroplasty. ROM and outcome improvements are similar compared with older patients un-
dergoing revision RTSA, but the preoperative and postoperative functional outcomes are worse in the
younger patients.

Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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American Shoulder and Elbow Su
Reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA) was originally
designed to treat patients with severe rotator cuff deficiency.10,11

Many studies have reported good clinical
outcomes,5,6,20,27,32,35,43,50 leading to an expansion of RTSA in-
dications. In addition to severe rotator cuff deficiency, RTSA is now
rgeons. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
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used for fractures, instability arthropathy, shoulder girdle tumors,
and revision arthroplasty.15 Historically, RTSA was reserved for
older patients because of concerns regarding prosthesis longevity
and the possibility of declining function over time.19,23 Despite this,
younger patients are vulnerable to shoulder pathology that war-
rants RTSA, and as implant designs improve and complications
decrease, RTSA has been extended to a younger population.
Younger patients tend to have higher expectations after RTSA.34 A
number of studies have examined RTSA outcomes in younger
populations (<65 years old)16,17,30,34,36,37,40,44,45 and suggest that
RTSA in this demographic does yield functional improvement.

The demand for shoulder arthroplasty among younger adults is
increasing and is projected to grow for years to come. Padegimas
et al41 showed that demand for primary shoulder arthroplasties in
the younger generation is predicted to increase by 333% from 2011
to 2030. As the number of RTSAs increase, so will the number of
complications and revisions.12,24 The reported revision rates for
RTSA range from 10.1% to 13.4%,18,56 and in the younger population,
the rate of revision was found to be higher than that of older, less
active patients.7,19,49 Many studies have shown that revision RTSA
has favorable clinical results,7,9,19,29,33,38,42 but few have specifically
investigated revision RTSA outcomes in patients younger than 65
years old, and none to our knowledge have compared this de-
mographic to an older cohort of patients.

The purpose of this study is to present clinical outcomes of a
series of patients �65 years old who underwent revision RTSA and
compare their outcomes with a control group of patients�70 years
old. We hypothesize that the functional outcomes after revision
RTSA will be comparable with older patients.

Methods and materials

A retrospective review was conducted on a prospectively
collected research database at a tertiary referral center (University
of Florida) of all patients who underwent RTSA between 10/1/2007
and 12/31/2018 that participated in the database. The inclusion
criteria for the study cohort were patients 65 years old or younger
at the time they underwent revision RTSA surgery and had a
minimum follow-up of 2 years. Control patients were identified as
patients who underwent revision RTSA, were 70 years or older at
the time of surgery, and had a 2-year minimum follow-up. The
exclusion criteria were revision for infection, any history of prior
infection, fracture or tumor of the operated shoulder, and less than
2 years of follow-up.

All cases were managed with the deltopectoral approach and
the same postoperative rehabilitation and weight-bearing precau-
tion protocols.

Demographic and surgical data were collected including age,
gender, medical comorbidities, type of the implant being revised,
estimated blood loss, bone graft use, and whether the humeral
stem was retained. Radiographic imaging was performed preop-
eratively and postoperatively on all patients using standardized
anterior-posterior, axillary lateral, and scapular lateral views.
Postoperative radiographs were evaluated for radiolucent lines,
component loosening, and scapular notching. Scapular notching
was classified as per the system introduced by Sirveaux et al.50

Patients were followed at postoperative intervals of 2 weeks, 6
weeks, 3 months, 6 months, and annually thereafter. Functional
scores were calculated at postoperative visits and included Amer-
ican Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) score,3 Simple Shoulder
Test-12 (SST-12),3 University of CaliforniaeLos Angeles shoulder
rating scale,2 Constant shoulder score,13 normalized Constant
shoulder score,28 and the Shoulder Pain and Disability Index 130
(SPADI 130). Range of motion (ROM) measurements were obtained
in a standardized manner using a goniometer by a research
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coordinator (A.M.S.). These included active motion in forward
elevation, abduction, external rotation at 0� abduction, and internal
rotation to the anatomical level (vertebral level that the thumb
could reach). In addition, strength of external rotation and abduc-
tion was measured. All complications relating to the surgery were
reviewed.

The unpaired t-test assuming equal variance was used to
compare continuous variables including the ROM parameters and
outcome scores between groups. Patients undergoing another
revision procedure after the index procedure were included in the
demographic and complication comparisons, but not for the ROM
and outcome comparisons. A Fisher exact test for dichotomous
variables was used to compare demographic data between groups.
Statistical significance was set at P < .05. In addition to statistical
significance, the minimal clinically important difference (MCID)
was also examined, as described by Simovitch et al for reverse
shoulder arthroplasty (RSA).47 This is ameasurement that evaluates
the threshold for clinical improvement that the patients can iden-
tify as an improvement.MCID values for RSAused in this studywere
ASES score, 10.3; Constant score, -0.3; University of CaliforniaeLos
Angeles score, 7.0; SST score, 1.4; SPADI score, 20.0; active shoul-
der abduction, -1.9; active forward flexion, -2.9; and active shoulder
external rotation, -5.3. The substantial clinical benefit (SCB),
another parameter described by Simovitch et al,48 evaluates the
threshold of a patient’s perception of a substantial clinical
improvement, as evaluation based on statistical significance alone
can be limited in evaluating clinical improvements.31 TheMCID and
SCB values for RSA used in this study are referenced in Table III.

Results

A total of 215 revision shoulder arthroplasties were performed
in the study time period in 197 patients (Fig. 1). Forty-two study
patients (18 men and 24 women) were identified in the younger
study group with an average age of 57.9 years (range, 38-64 years)
and an average follow-up of 4.7 years (range, 2-11 years; median, 4
years). The two-year follow-up rate for both study and control
groups was 65% for patients meeting the inclusion criteria (Fig. 1).
Twenty-six procedures (62%) were performed on the dominant
arm. In the study group, 5 implants were revised to RTSA from
resurfacing arthroplasty, 15 from hemiarthroplasty, 16 from TSA,
and 6 from RTSA. Five patients (12%) in the study group had more
than one arthroplasty before revision to RTSA.

The control group consisted of 39 patients, 15 men and 24
women, with an average age of 75.8 years (range, 70-85 years) and
average follow-up of 4.5 years (range, 2-10 years; median, 4 years).
Similar to the study group, 28 procedures (72%) were performed on
the dominant arm. One of the controls had more than one
arthroplasty before revision to RTSA (3%). Demographics and prior
procedures were similar between groups (see Table I). Smokers
comprised 14% of study patients and 13% of controls. Only 1 patient
in the control group had chronic kidney disease not requiring
dialysis, and none had severe liver disease. More patients in the
control group did require glenoid bone grafting (28% vs. 7%, P¼ .02).
There were no statistically significant differences between study
patients and controls in blood loss or the number of retained hu-
meral stems, but there was a higher prevalence of hypertension in
the control group (72% vs. 48%, P ¼ .04). There were no significant
differences among other comorbidities.

Range of motion

Preoperative ROMwas statistically similar between groups with
all values being slightly lower in the younger patients (Table II).
Final postoperative ROM remained similar in the study and control



Figure 1 Flowchart of patient data collection. Patients who underwent revision RTSA from 10/1/2007 to 12/31/2018 were initially included, and patients were then excluded based
on the criteria described in the figure. RTSA, reverse total shoulder arthroplasty.

Table I
Demographic and surgical data.

Demographic and surgical data �65 yr old �70 yr old P value

Number of shoulders 42 39
Mean follow-up (yr) 4.7 4.5 .643
Males/females 18/24 15/24 .821
Average age 57.9 75.8 <.001*

Right/left-handed 38/4 32/7 .339
Dominant side surgery 26 28 .480
Revision from:
Resurfacing 5 2 .434
Hemiarthroplasty 15 10 .234
TSA 16 19 .375
RTSA 6 8 .561

Preoperative diagnosis
Periprosthetic fracture 2 2 1.00
Hardware loosening (glenoid/humeral) 3/4 13/6 .369
Dislocations or instability 10 8 .793
RTC failure (prior hemi or TSA) 17 14 .819
Unexplained pain 9 7 .784

>1 arthroplasty before rRTSA 5 1 .203
History of fracture on the operative side 8 10 .595
Diabetes (%) 12% 13% 1.00
Heart disease (%) 12% 15% .751
Hypertension (%) 48% 72% .041*

Blood loss (mL) 442 393 .210
Bone graft used 3 11 .018*

Stem retained 13 16 .365

TSA, anatomic total shoulder arthroplasty; RTSA, reverse total shoulder arthroplasty;
RTC, rotator cuff; rRTSA, revision reverse total shoulder arthroplasty.

*denotes statistical significance at a < 0.05.
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groups (Table II). Both the study group (patients�65 years old) and
the control group (patients �70 years old) showed improvements
in all postoperative ROM scores except external rotation compared
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with preoperative values; however, external rotation improvement
exceeded the MCID (Table III). The average active forward elevation
in the study group improved from 62� to 108� (P < .05) and from
70� to 107� (P < .05) in the control group. The average active
abduction improved from 57� to 99� (P < .05) in study patients and
from 69� to 99� (P < .05) in control patients. Both of these im-
provements exceeded the SCB. Elevation strength improved from
5.6 to 9.6 in patients �65 years old and from 6.3 to 7.4 in patients
�70 years old, neither of which was statistically significant. Im-
provements in ROM were statistically similar between the groups
with the mean improvements in forward flexion and abduction
being slightly higher for the younger patients.
Functional outcome scores

All preoperative outcome measures were significantly worse in
the younger patient cohort (Table II). Final postoperative outcome
scores remained worse in the younger patient population with the
ASES score, SST, and SPADI-130 reaching significance (Table II).

Both cohorts of patients reported significant improvements in
outcome scores from before operation to after operation in all
outcomemeasures evaluated, with all improvements exceeding the
MCID (Table III). The Constant score improved from 28 to 47
(P < .05) in patients �65 years old who underwent revision RTSA
and from 36 to 51 (P < .05) in patients �70 years old who under-
went revision RTSA. ASES scores increased from 32 to 55 (P < .05) in
the younger cohort and from 45 to 71 (P < .05) in the older cohort.
The magnitude of change in outcome scores from before operation
to after operation was similar between the 2 groups, despite
slightly better ROM improvement in the younger patient cohort
(Table III).



Table II
Preoperative and postoperative active ROM and outcome scores.

Outcome Preoperative Preoperative P value Postoperative Postoperative P value

�65 yr old �70 yr old �65 yr old �70 yr old

Forward elevation 62� 70� .284 108� 107� .894
Abduction 57� 69� .105 99� 99� .964
External rotation 21� 26� .366 24� 25� .828
Internal rotation score 3.7 4.0 .733 4.3 5.5 .176
ASES 32.2 45.4 .003* 55.1 70.5 .008*

SST 3.0 4.8 .005* 6.5 8.3 .025*

UCLA 11.9 15.1 .013* 21.7 23.8 .298
Constant 27.7 35.6 .015* 46.8 51.1 .355
Normalized Constant 31.3 42.3 .026* 53.3 61.0 .136
SPADI-130 92.8 80.0 .026* 62.4 39.8 .002*

ER strength (pounds) 7.4 6.8 .681 9.3 7.6 .328
Elevation strength (pounds) 5.6 6.3 .620 9.6 7.4 .182

ASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons; SST, Simple Shoulder Test; UCLA, University of CaliforniaeLos Angeles; SPADI-130, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index 130;
ER, external rotation.

*denotes statistical significance at a < 0.05.

Table III
Changes in clinical outcomes, MCID and SCB.

Outcome Change from preop to postop MCID SCB

�65 yr old �70 yr old P value

Forward elevation 46� 36� .099 �2.9� 22.3�

Abduction 42� 30� .090 �1.9� 19.6�

External rotation 3� �1� .301 �5.3� 3.6�

Internal rotation score 0.6 1.6 .541
ASES 22.9 25.2 .968 10.3 25.9
SST 3.4 3.5 .826 1.4 3.2
UCLA 9.8 8.7 .532 7.0 10.4
Constant 19.2 15.5 .227 �0.3 13.6
Normalized Constant 22.0 18.6 .276
SPADI-130 �30.4 �40.1 .369
ER strength (pounds) 2.0 0.8 .189
Elevation strength (pounds) 4.0 1.1 .097

MCID, minimal clinically important difference; SCB, substantial clinical benefit;
ASES, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons; SST, Simple Shoulder Test; UCLA,
University of CaliforniaeLos Angeles; SPADI-130, Shoulder Pain and Disability Index
130; ER, external rotation.
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Complications

There was no statistically significant difference in complication
rates between patients �65 years old who underwent revision
RTSA and patients �70 years old who underwent revision RTSA
(see Table IV). Complications occurred in 24% of study patients and
23% of control patients. Three patients in the younger group (7%)
underwent revision surgery, with no patients over 70 years old
undergoing re-revision surgery. Four patients (10%) in the study
group had instability with 3 requiring closed reduction, whereas no
instability occurred in the control group. Periprosthetic fractures
were sustained by 10% of patients in both groups all treated non-
operatively. Scapular notching was seen more commonly in the
older patients (26% vs. 5%, P ¼ .013).

Discussion

With the growing number of revision shoulder arthroplasty
procedures performed, studies evaluating outcomes in different
populations are necessary to improve appropriate patient coun-
seling. Specifically, this study evaluated the outcome differences
between younger and older patients undergoing revision to reverse
shoulder arthroplasty. When performed in patients �65 years old,
revision to RTSA resulted in lower postoperative overhead ROM and
outcome scores than in patients �70 years, but improvements in
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ROM and outcome scores were similar. These results suggest that
younger patients have higher expectations for revision RTSA than
older patients given their lower functional outcome scores despite
similar ROM, but do obtain significant benefit in overhead ROM and
outcome scores after revision RTSA.

Multiple studies have reported on the outcomes of young pa-
tients undergoing primary RTSA generally with good
outcomes.7,16,17,30,34,36,37,40,44,45 One recent systematic review
which included 6 articles and 245 patients showed significant
midterm functional outcome improvements in patients �65 years
old who underwent RTSA, but reported a high complication rate of
13%.52 In addition, Muh et al37 noted a relatively low satisfaction
rate of 81% in young patients who underwent RTSA for multiple
indications including failed arthroplasty despite improved func-
tional outcomes. Friedman et al22 analyzed a large database of 660
patients who underwent primary RTSA and found that for every 1-
year increase in patient age, there was a 0.19-point increase in the
ASES score in spite of a 0.39-degree decrease in forward flexion,
suggesting that younger patients expect higher function and have
less satisfaction than older patients who underwent primary RTSA.

Since the onset of its use in revision arthroplasty, multiple
studies have proven RTSA to be a reliable option with overall good
outcomes.1,4,14,21,25,26,29,33,38,39,42,46,51,53,54 Postoperative final
outcome scores have been reported as decent for revision to RTSA
for a variety of indications, including Constant scores between 49.3
and 60.6,25,26 ASES scores between 56.3 and
71.3,4,21,25,26,33,39,42,46,51,53,54 and SST scores between 4.0 and
7.6,21,38,42,53,54 which are similar to our study.

Although the efficacy of RTSA for revision arthroplasty has been
demonstrated, there is only one study to our knowledge that spe-
cifically investigates the outcomes of revision to RTSA in younger
patients. Black et al7 investigated the outcomes and complications
experienced by patients �65 years old undergoing revision RTSA.
Their study compared a cohort of 32 patients with a mean age of 59
years undergoing revision RTSAwith an age-matched control group
of 33 patients undergoing primary RTSA. Black et al7 showed that
the visual analog scale for pain, the ASES score, and the SST were
similar preoperatively and postoperatively in young patients who
underwent primary and revision RTSA with significant improve-
ments in both groups, but the subjective shoulder value was better
postoperatively for the patients who underwent primary RTSA (76%
vs. 60%, respectively, P ¼ .05). This suggests that although signifi-
cant improvements are possible with revision RTSA in young pa-
tients, they appear to perceive their function as moderately less
compared with similarly aged patients with primary RTSA.



Table IV
Complications.

Complications �65 yr old �70 yr old P value

Revision surgery 3 (7%) 0 .242
Infection 0 0 1.00
Periprosthetic fracture 4 (10%) 4 (10%) 1.00
Instability 4 (10%)

-
3 closed reduction

-
1 subluxation

0 .117

Glenoid loosening 2 (5%) 4 (10%) .421
Humeral loosening 2 (5%) 1 (3%) 1.00
Total patients with any complication besides notching 10 (24%) 9 (23%) 1.00
Scapular notching 2 (5%) 10 (26%) .013*

*denotes statistical significance at a < 0.05.
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Our study suggests that younger patients undergoing revision to
RTSA have higher expectations of function from the surgery than
older patients given that the improvement in overhead ROM was
slightly better for the younger patients in our study, but the post-
operative outcomes in the young cohort were worse (despite a
similar change from before operation to after operation). One
similarly designed study which compared the results of younger
and older patients undergoing primary RTSA showed a similar
trend as our study.34 Matthews et al34 examined primary RTSA
outcomes in a group of patients �65 years old compared with a
control group of patients �70 years old. In their cohort of 86 pa-
tients (matched by sex and preoperative diagnosis), they found
worse preoperative and postoperative functional outcomes in the
patients �65 years old who underwent RTSA than in patients �70
years old who underwent RTSA. However, improvement from
before operation to after operation was comparable between
groups. We believe that the explanation for this phenomenon lies
in the difference of perception of outcomes between the older and
younger patients. It is believed that younger patients who undergo
RTSA have higher activity levels and expectations than older pa-
tients who receive the same procedure. Another similar study
comparing young patients who underwent primary RTSA with an
older patient cohort reported similar functional outcome scores
and satisfaction between the groups with only postoperative ROM
being better in the younger patients which may be suggestive of
their higher expectations (similar functional scores despite better
ROM),30 which is similar to the findings in our study on revision
RTSA. Walters et al55 performed a study examining the activity
levels of patients <65 years old who underwent RTSA and those
who are >65 years old and found that there were no significant
differences in reported postoperative activity levels between the
groups. In addition, younger patients self-regulated their activities
to minimize pain. This leads us to believe that the reason for lower
postoperative outcome scores in younger patients is due to higher
expectations and a worse perception of function in that
demographic.

Although revision to RTSA has shown promising results, com-
plications remain common. The complication rate of revision to
RTSA reported in the literature ranges from 8.7% to
35.7%,4,8,25,26,33,38,39,42,46,51,54 and the reoperation rate reported
ranges from 7.7% to 23.8%,1,21,25,26,33,38,39,42,46,51,53 which are both
similar to our study. However, these studies did not specifically
examine younger patients. Some studies have shown that younger
patients have higher revision rates in primary RTSA than older
patients.7,19,49 Therefore, it is important for surgeons to weigh the
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potential benefits of the procedure with its complications when
discussing revision RTSA.

There are a number of limitations associated with this study.
First, the study was retrospective in nature and is subject to the
limitations associated with this study type. In addition, the
relatively short mean follow-up time of around 4.5 years may not
be enough time for late complications to occur. Further long-term
follow-up is needed to understand the complications that can
occur over the long term. The type of arthroplasty before the
revision to reverse shoulder arthroplasty was not matched be-
tween cases and controls because of lack of sufficient matched
controls based on the previous implant or indication for revision
which can introduce some bias. Finally, the relatively small
sample size is a limitation, and larger studies are needed to truly
understand the outcomes of younger patients undergoing revi-
sion RTSA.
Conclusion

Our findings show that patients �65 years old who undergo
revision RTSA experience improved functional outcomes compared
with before operation, but their final postoperative outcomes are
inferior compared with that of an older cohort of patients (�70
years old), despite a similar rate of outcome improvement. Revision
RTSA is a reliable procedure to reduce pain and restore function in
young patients with failed prior shoulder arthroplasty, but more
long-term studies are needed to fully elucidate how patients fare
after the procedure.
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